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Reformation history in fortified cities along the Elbe
Luther city Wittenberg - Torgau - Magdeburg
Rediscover fortified cities reflecting the Reformation
and enjoy a colorful world of experience in the natural
landscape of the Elbe River!

Our travel recommendations
Story teller „fortifications“

Luther monument

In the 16th Century the cities Wittenberg, Torgau and Magdeburg were the
places of activity of Martin Luther's Reformation. Almost 500 years ago Martin
Luther introduced the renewal of the Christian Church and made the Elbe city to the
cradle of Reformation.
Fortification architecture and Reformation meet at a lot of points between Wittenberg, Torgau and Magdeburg. Fortifications were not only a significant feature
during the Reformation, today as well-preserved monuments, they tell a lot about
their history.

Reformation in Elbe fortifications
The Wittenberg castle church belongs to the UNESCO World Heritage and is a
fortified monument on which Reformer Martin Luther proclaimed his 95 thesis.
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Fortified castle Hartenfels, Torgau

Frederik the Wise, Elector of Saxony, was born in the fortified castle Hartenfels
of the fortified city Torgau. Later he protected Luther from the reprisals of the pope
and thus supported the Reformation.
With several preaches in the St. Johannis Church or the monastery church, Luther
contributed to directing the Reformation into civil and moderate channels in the city.
The large fortification system of the city Magdeburg is considered the bulwark
of German Protestantism.
Expect many historic experiences entertaining offers based on Reformation time
and wonderful evidences of fortification architecture in the Elbe cities Wittenberg,
Torgau and Magdeburg.

Monuments of Power - full of Life
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Event city tour „Luther's wife and Luther's teaching“
Through Luther city Wittenberg

This travel recommendation is
without obligation and or liability
for the contents.

Wochenend - Trip
Reformation and fortification history in fortified
monuments along the Elbe (Wittenberg - Torgau - Magdeburg)
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of Elbe River
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As the location of the proclamation of Luther's 95 thesis,
the Wittenberg castle church is part of the UNESCO
World Heritage and impressive fortified monument at
the same time.
This fortified sacral building in connection with the castle
Wittenberg belonged into the overall concept of the
former city fortification of Wittenberg. The preserved
fortification relict the “bridgehead Pratau”, outside of
Wittenberg, today greets history lovers and hotel guests
in an authentic scenery.
Discover adventure diversity in Wittenberg! Either on the
event tour “Luther's wife and Luther's teachings”
with guides in historic dresses, at the 5 course dinner
“Eating with Luther” with medieval music and toasts by
Luther and his wife, on the guided bike tour “Luther's
country today” through the city and the surroundings or
and the yearly Reformation festival.

Fortified castle church Wittenberg

www.lutherstadt-wittenberg.de

Torgau
Fortified city,
fortified castle

1:30 h

A wonderful mix of Reformation and fortification offers
awaits you after a short train ride in Torgau.
In the fortified city Torgau with the fortified castle
Hartenfels the Elector of Saxony, Frederic the Wise,
once protected Martin Luther and his wife Katharine of
Bora of the reprisals by the pope.
Discover the imposing Torgau fortified heritage on the
fortress tour “Living Fortress” and visit the fortified
Renaissance castle Hartenfels with varying special
exhibitions.
Experience Torgau reflecting the Reformation and visit
the Katharina Luther room, the multimedia
exhibition “roots and wings” and see the first built
Protestant castle church with art and architecture from
the Reformation era on your own or on a city and church
tour.
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„Eating with Luther“ event dinner, Wittenberg
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www.tic-torgau.de
Magdeburg
Large
fortification
system

The monastery church and the St. Johannis Church,
in which Martin Luther preached in 1524 and thus started
the Reformation movement in Magdeburg, were
protected by the fortification system of Magdeburg.
Stroll through Reformation times in Magdeburg and visit a
Protestant service in the St. Johannis Church or discover
the unique selection of yet hardly famous art works and
daily objects from godliness practices from the 15th
Century during a visit of the culture-historic museum
Magdeburg.
The fortification heritage offers a colorful experience
world and entertainment program, especially the culture
fortress Mark with varying evening events.
Discover other fortified monuments of other epochs and
rulers. The fortified tower “Lukasklause” from the 13th
Century today accommodates the Otto von Guericke
museum and the Bastion Cleve (1709) was turned into a
beautiful park area and should be a stop on your walk
through Magdeburg.
www.festungmark.com
www.magdeburg-tourist.de

Luther-Tour with stop at great Wendelstein,
fortified castle Hartensfels, Torgau
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Lukasklause, Magdeburg
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Colorful evening program in the culture
fortress Mark, Magdeburg

Monuments of Power - full of Life
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